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CT-NIB TAXONOMY FOR NURSING
INFORMATION BEHAVIOR: KO IN THE
PANDEMIC
by Elizabeth Milonas, Sergey Zherebchevsky and Richard
P. Smiraglia
Abstract: As COVID-19 emerged on the world stage a challenge arose
to help inform the knowledge base in home health-care nursing.
Connecting current experience with the Pajarillo theory "The Nub of
Nursing Information Behavior (NIB" was a first step. To provide a

taxonomy of NIB, standard domain analytical tools for ontology
extraction were employed using Pajarillo's text. Analysis generated
frequency distributions of terms and phrases which were then sorted
and disambiguated to generate a list of phenomena. Co-word analysis
generated visualizations to suggest regions that might constitute facets
and sub-facets. Facet analysis yielded six major facets and 17 sub-facets.
The NANDA International Nursing Diagnoses and Classification was
mapped to the core taxonomy. The "Core Taxonomy of Nursing
Information Behavior (CT-NIB)" was published online on 12 May 2020.
An update including the mappings to the NANDA classification
constituted version 1.1, which was made available 26 June 2020.
Keywords: terms, NIB, home-care, nursing, resources

1.0 KO for the Pandemic:
Nursing Information Behavior
As the specter of the COVID-19 pandemic
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus disease 2019)
emerged on the world stage a challenge arose to help
inform research into treatment of the virus. One area of
research that touched on a developed knowledge base in
knowledge organization (KO) appeared early in the news
reports from around the world-this was home health
care nursing. It seemed home health-care nurses were
on the front lines of the virus. We wondered how we
might contribute to their work as well as to ongoing
research by connecting their current experience with the
theory developed by Edmund J.Y. Pajarillo (2005; also
see excerpts elsewhere in this issue of /KOS Bulletin)
known as "The Nub of Nursing Information Behavior." In
short, the nub of NIB is:
•(325-6 emphasis added): The NIB constitutes this nub
of steps and techniques, defined as the crux of
information searching and knowledge organizing
demonstrated by the home care nurses. This NIB nub
consists of uncovering, discovery and recovery.
•(332): In the nub of NIB, the nurse is identifying leads
and conduits, thinking of questions to ask sources,
determining search terms or keywords, and drawing up
courses of actions.
•(350 emphasis added): This interaction between the
nurse and the patient takes place right in the nub of
NIB. The various information searching and knowledge
organizing steps and processes are subsumed in three
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